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2012 road glide windshield

Sell Sell Sell Sell Page 2 Sell Close Sale Sell Page 3 Sell Page 4 Sell Sale Page 5 Page 6 Login or Create Account Cart 0 We use cookies to make your experience better. In order to comply with the new e-Privacy Directive, we must ask for your consent to set cookies. More. · Discussion Starter • #1 • 5 mo ago Have a
2011 RG and I,m 6 foot tall what would be a good shield for my bike ? · Since we have been discussing this subject in full and in full for several years now in the windscreen here, I will refer you to this: · I like to see it at the top of the shield the most. Basically at the top of the nose level shield when they are in the desired
riding position. The shield must be the rear testicular on the seat and the handlebars. When I said I was 1.85 meters and I was riding a 12-seat shield and sticks. · ... Go get the lunatic... Sent from my SM-N970U using tapatalk · I have an RG from 2011 and I'm 180 cm tall, what would be a good shield for my bike? I'm a
similar height. 2010 Road Glide Custom. Look at Windvest. Use their size diagram. I bought three more before Windvest. It works great for me. · Go get Madstad... Then you can thank me and Dan Appay. Another lucky horseman! ... Or another crazy person... Sent from my SM-N970U using Tapatalk · · When I bought
the previous 15 RGS, I degraded the Harley 12 shield and immediately drove onto the highway at hyway speed and experienced the same wind on my forehead and helmet. The problem is, harley's shield doesn't have a torch on the top edge of the shield. If you'd rather look over the top of the shield, you've got to get a
shield with a torch on top. That's what directs the wind over the helmet. My brother I.L. is about your height and uses 16 Windvest and he likes it. Windvest has one of the more aggressive missiles on the shields, but claims to throw the wind 4 higher than the top of the shields and claim there is no distortion that would
look through part of the torch. I'm much shorter than you, and I bought a 12Freedom shield that works for me at 500 feet. But I also bought harley wind deflectors that divert the air current, which hits the front of the tank and shoots directly into the chest and face. I think they're working very well in reducing this air flow. ·
Discussion Starter • #12 • 5 mo ago Has watched LRS mako , what views of them ? · Freedom shield all the way Sent from my SM-T837V using Tapatalk · Another vote for Freedom Shield..... Excellent customer service also · Discussion Starter • #15 • 5 mo back Well I went with Wind Vent 13 intricable light tint. What do
you mean yah or not ? · I went with a 13-in 13-in-10 th-century wind ventilation. What do you think, yes or no? Whatever makes you happy! good luck on the new screen Sent from my SM-T837V using Tapatalk · Discussion Starter • #17 • 5 mo back Thank you for your views, a nice group here. There's no better feeling
than cruising on a highway at 60 MPH. Sunny skies, historical sights, the beauty of nature, we all have our own nish, what makes our rides so special to us. As a road glider cyclist, we understand that you are all about testing the limits and really captured this gas and drop your bike. That's why we specifically designed
our Road Glide Windshield walls for MAXIMUM wind buffeting protection, vibrations and turbulence. Ask our riders! Today, contact a member of the LRS team and we can contact you with the industry's leading LRS Recurve Windshield. Road Glide Windshields · Discussion Starter • #1 • Mar 19, 2012 How to remove the
windscreen on the road? I see more of the screw on the outside of the indoor fair. I suppose they need to be removed to remove internal honesty. Is the windshield there, which needs to be disconnected and replaced? tx · NOOOO Five screws on the windscreen base. You don't have to remove honesty. Sent from my
iPad using tapatalk · Discussion Starter • #5 • Mar 20, 2012 Thanks for the information. I found this video from Klock about installing their windscreen. I got one on my bike, but I was still getting windscreen buffets, so I assumed the windshield wasn't big enough. And I bought 14 shares. I was going to install it. But after
the video, I don't want to get rid of the downward pressure on the bike. I don't have any use for the windshield now. I wish I'd seen the video an hour before I bought the windshield on the line. I also like the headlights on the chainsaw video. I have a trim piece that covers the screws of the head. How does it get down? I ·
If you're getting hard buffeting out too short a sheild, the taller one you should go with.......... You'll never notice a push-down that worries you.......... And yes..... remove the screws at the bottom of the shield. Don't release a good walnut &amp; if you do, you can fish out a little under the light.......... Good luck. · If it's a
Harley trim, pop Road Glide emblem (It's velcroed on). Remove all 5 chrome screws. Trim is in 3 pieces, so be careful. You will see that under the patch there are 5 special screws that go into the aforementioned chrome screws. They're holding the windshield. It's easy, just take your time. A lot of information on this
forum about windscreens and buffeting, so read through it before you start the windscreen collection like we did the rest. · I just ordered screws for my windshield from eBay... The guy sent me 1/4 20 screws... Big too big for wellnuts, the guy's going to send me new ones, but he needs size. I can not put it in the manual,
or online, who knows? · Make sure the top of the windshield is at the level of the moustache. A little under Nose if you don't have a moustache. · But after the video, I don't want to get rid of the downward pressure on the bike. I don't have any use for the windshield now. I wish I'd seen the video an hour before I bought
the windshield on the line. Don't worry about losing the force down. I'd just come to play at extremely high speeds. Many people run different higher windshield without problems. I run that ugly unpopular shield 13 and I've been 115+ several times and the bike handled just fine. Put whatever you want to make you
comfortable. Of course, if you're building a race bike and you're planning to go to salty apartments to set some records then belay my last... · Don't worry about losing the force down. I'd just come to play at extremely high speeds. Many people run different higher windshield without problems. I run that ugly unpopular
shield 13 and I've been 115+ several times and the bike handled just fine. Put whatever you want to make you comfortable. Of course, if you're building a race bike and you're planning to go to salty apartments to set some records, then belay my last... Um. his thread arose as 3 years ago Klock Werks has proven time
and time again that air management experts are offering revolutionary flare™ windscreen baggers and bicycles without honesty. Developed after setting records at Bonneville Salt Flats, Flare™ has improved driving for thousands globally increasing stability, style and features. Just received my flare™ the windscreen and
couldn't wait to install it! It fits perfectly with easy reading of instructions. He jumped right on to the highway at 70-80 km/h and there was no buffet. The best windshield I've tried far! Brent Conner I hit a ™ on a bike and a half-mile down the road, I was completely shreittered as it took 80-90% of the wind. I could hear the
stereo at 80mph and had no ear problems. I'm 1000% happy! Scott Russ ™ windshield. Christian Zavala Front fender was almost perfect. Deep stamps and heavy metal path stronger than factory H-D parts. No physical work is required. Tom Enlow Previous Next Read more Read more
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